MEDITERRANEAN   CIVILIZATION   AFTER   THE   INVASIONS
Tunis were constructed. Literature was still practised.1 Victor
Tonnennensis still believed in the immortality of the Empire*2
The kings followed the paths laid down by Rome, as the Restora-
tion followed those laid down by Buonaparte. For example, in 484
the edict of Genseric against the Catholics was modelled upon that
which Honorius published against the Donatists in 4I2.3 And we
can see from this edict that the classes of the population had remained
exactly the same. In short, among the Vandals there were even
fewer traces of Germanism than among the Ostrogoths. It is true
that Africa, at the time of their establishment there, was the most
flourishing of the Western provinces, and from the first t*iry
were subject to its influences.
Spain and Gaul had not suffered so gready from the invasions,
and, moreover, were not so completely Romanized as Italy and
Africa. Yet there too the Germanic character of the invaders was
modified in an equal degree by Roman manners and Roman
institutions. Among the Visigoths, before the conquest of Clovis,
the kings lived in the Roman fashion in their capital of Toulouse,
and later, in Toledo. The Visigoths established in accordance with
the rules of "hospitality" were not regarded as juridically superior
to the Romans. The king addressed his subjects as a whole, as
populus noster. But each people retained its own laws, and there
was no connubium between Romans and Germans. Perhaps the
religious difference, the Visigoths being Arians, was one of the
reasons for this absence of lawful union between the old Roman
citizens and the invaders. The prohibition of the connubium dis-
appeared under Leovigild (d. 586) and Arianism under Reccared.
'A community of law between Romans and Goths was established
under Reccesvinth.
The sortes of the Goths were exempt from taxation. The pro-
vinces were retained with their rectom, or judices provinciarum,
1	See later, pp. 101 et se^
2	Chronicon, ed. mommsen, m.g.h.ss.antsq., vol. XI, pp. 184-206.
3	ch. saumagne, Ouvriers agricoks ou rtideurs de celliers? JLes Circo^cellions
e, annalbs d'histoibb economique et sociale, vol. VI, 1934, p. 353.
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